
 
 

Addendum 3  
Date: 7/12/18 
 

1. This project is not prevailing wage  Correct. 
 

2. This project is not tax-exempt  Correct. 
 

3. On the roof plan there is no wall detail notes that say what detail goes with what wall on the 
print  We will add Wall Section Cuts on the Revised Roof Plan. 

 
4. Looking over the plans for the Sugarfire project in Wentzville, and I was wondering, can you 

confirm that the interior partition walls are made of 25GA or 20GA metal studs? The structural 
drawings show 16GA columns and exterior walls, but didn’t find anything for the interior 
partitions.  Install all metal studs, framing channels & suspension systems in compliance with 
size, spacing & type as recommended by the Metal Stud Manufacturer’s Specifications. 

 
5. Just want to point out our scope , and that the WOOD WINDOWS (no spec’s) at the Outdoor 

Restrooms would be provided “by others” as we don’t do pre-fabbed mill work wood 
windows.  Windows can be wood clad aluminum or wood windows.  Provide operable per 
drawings and all with frosted glass. 

 
6. Also see hi-lited plan notes - the Door 125a needs to be addressed -Mike thought it should be 

Alum?  , and there are (2) # 103’s shown / No # 102 shown – I figure it’s the one next to 101 ? 
-  – and see the hardware(attached)  for #103 looks like it needs LOCKING ADDED?  – it will be 
an exterior door either way…   
On the Door Schedule -  Door #102 should be 103A located at the Front Entrance/Exit.  Door 
103 should be #103B located at Dining 103B (from Dining to Patio).  Both doors need locks. 

 
7. We’ve downloaded the drawings and Addendum #1, and I don’t see a list of finishes.  We have 

Carpet tile and ceramic wall tile.  Are we missing something or am I overlooking it? We will 
provide a carpet tile and a porcelain tile spec in a separate email. 

 
8. I am looking for clarification on where we need to figure metal soffit on Sugarfire. Its shown on 

the outdoor restroom plan on drawing A5.7. I don’t see any soffit shown on the RCP drawing 
A2.3.   The soffit for the outdoor restrooms to be a distressed wood soffit.   

 
9. What is the wood species? Southern Pine, Pre-Engineered Wood Trusses to have upgraded 

hardware, field stained with two (2) coats of Penofin Verde, Color to be selected by Owner & 
Architect. 

 
10. What is the solid surface material?   Corian for bidding purposes. 

 
11. Is the base a simple 1x6 S4S or is there a profile?  Yes, simple 1x6.   

 



 
12. Are there details for Beverage 102, Server station 122, Open Office casework, Take Out 

casework?   
 

13. The lift gate for outside bar has us concerned   
 

14. Are you planning for a dry pipe system to be implemented under the overhangs outside? I’ve 
been told that Wentzville doesn’t care whether overhangs are combustible or not, as long as 
they are 4ft wide or more they require sprinkler protection. I just wanted to know if you were 
expecting this or not so that I don’t add this in and my price is sky high.  

                Dry barrel heads connected to the wet system inside can be mounted on the adjoining 
exterior wall for this application. 
 

15. See Attached.  This is a sketch of what I was asking about on Friday. Hopefully makes it a little 
clearer  See attached updated Roof Plan. 

 
16. what hardware is req'd for aluminum doors?  Key-operated locking devices. 

 
17. exterior note (E) on sht. A3.1 says clear glass and glass types on sht. A6.1 say bronze?  Per the 

Addendum No.1 Sheet A6.1 - Provide clear glass for Base Bid.  Provide an Alternate for Solar 
Bronze. 

 
18. doors #118a & 118b both marked as type 5 frames but are shown different on floor plan? 118a 

& 118b are both Aluminum Storefront Doors in Aluminum Frames marked as Frame Type 
“W5” on the Door Schedule Sheet A6.1.  

 
19. aluminum doors glazed w/ 1/4" or 1" insulated glass? 1” insulated glass. 

 
Mechanical Clarifications: 
 
M1.0 – Add i2 insulation:   i2 is a 2” wrap, similar to i1, but 2”. 
 
M2.0 – The exposed supply ductwork in Dining Hall 103 and Banquet Center 121 do not get insulation 
at all; the returns should be lined (i3).     Ductwork in Indoor Patio Dining 118 shall be the only 
ductwork with i2.     This area also gets the alternate bid for double-wall ductwork. 
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